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 Company Overview
Superhouse Group is a conglomerate dealing in manufacture of leather goods, footwear and leather 

garments. They conduct their sales under the brand name of “Allen Cooper”, “Silver Street”, “Pancea” and 

“Double Duty.” They run operations in 18+ countries across the world in 5 continents.

Superhouse was founded by Mr. Mukhtarul Amin, in 1986, in Kanpur, a city famous for its leather products. It 

is an industry leader 

It went public on 5th July, 2002 with BSE at the price of Rs. 7.50 and reached its high of Rs. 289.15 on 1st 

October 2014. They have 15 tanneries that produce all the in-sourced products and are located in Kanpur, 

Unnao, Agra and Noida.  

During the year under review, the Company has sustained the Credit Rating “ICRA BBB+” assigned by ICRA, to 

its Long Term Bank facilities. Further, the Rating of “ICR A2” assigned to the Short Term Bank facilities of your 

Company has also been reaffirmed.



Business Model

The primary revenue sources of Superhouse Inc. are roughly classified as:

❖ Domestic and international sales under their own brands
❖ Act as supplier of raw material/finished goods to other companies. 

● They sell leather products, primarily footwear under Allen Cooper and garments under 
Double Duty in India. They have other brands like Silver Street (Primarily in the U.K.) and 
Pancea that they use for sales outside India. 

● Superhouse is a feeder company of leather footwear and accessories to the likes of Dorothy 

Perkins, Pierre Cardin, Bata, Hush Puppies, VIP etc. 

 



Revenue Segmentation

● The export turnover contributing 81.58% of the total turnover.

● Business largely consists of leather and leather products with 87% of sales coming from that segment 

● Profit margins on Textiles are much lower than that of leather as leather goods are usually luxury goods 

● Business is focused on the Leather segment with 91% of their capital employed in that segment 



Shareholding Pattern 



● So, there is a high and constant level of promoter/family holdings (55%), which is a very 
good sign, as it reduces chances of executives committing fraud, which is riskier in small 
caps.   

● So as we can see, 42.62% of the company is owned by the Amin family and other of 
their own companies like Amin International Ltd (Minority holding-31%), Steven 
Constructions Ltd. (Minority Holding- 46.67%) ,Superhouse Accessories Ltd. 

● Remaining promoters with 12.26% ownership are corporations like Modriba Hygiene 
Solutions Ltd., Steven Construction Ltd., Rojus Enterprises Ltd. And Chowdhary Overseas 
Ltd, which also have common directors on their board. 

● All these corporations are based in Kanpur as well and common directors are members 
of the Amin family too.

● Outside corporate bodies have reduced their stake from 1.12% to 0.84%. 

Shareholding Pattern Analysis 



The Average Tenure for managers is 17.3 years. 

Superhouse was founded by Mukhtarul Amin, who is the Chairman and the MD of the company from 

14.2 years. 

His present compensation is 1.2 Cr after an increase of 18.8% in FY 2018-19. 

Average %age increase made in the salaries of non-managerial employees in the FY ‘20 was 4.09% 

whereas the increase in the managerial remuneration was 20.27 %. Although, Amin’s remuneration 

has always followed the path of growth/loss in earnings of Superhouse. (Decrease of 10.31%, 84% 

decrease in Shahina Mukhtar’s remuneration)

It is 81.04 times the median remuneration of 1.32 lakhs of the average employee in his company, 

which is vastly lower than the average of 249 times of Nifty-50 companies. 

[Source:https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company/corporate-trends/4045-times-is-the-highest-ceo-pay-ratio-in-india-inc-for-fy19/articleshow/73423383.cms?from=mdr ]

Management

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/company/corporate-trends/4045-times-is-the-highest-ceo-pay-ratio-in-india-inc-for-fy19/articleshow/73423383.cms?from=mdr


▪ 7 of the Board of directors are appointed for corporate governance roles and have remuneration 
based on the number of meetings they attend. We need to keep in mind that directors not 
attending a lot of meetings reduces their incentive in speaking out against the Amin family, and 
also shows that the company doesn’t value its CG directors, as pointed out by Mr. Pavan Ahluwalia 
in our session. 

▪ The total remuneration of non-independent directors is Rs. 2,44,76,000, i.e. 8.5% of the net profit. 
This is close to the limit on the remuneration of directors of 10% of the net profit of the company 
(as per Section 198 of the Companies Act, 2013) 

▪ In the remaining non-independent directors, we can see that the authority is highly centralised 
with Mukhtarul Amin, as except Mr. Saran and Mr. Agarwal, all are part of his family. Saran and 
Agarwal hold negligible shares in the company as well. 

▪ This centralisation of authority might help in making the decision making more quicker and is not 
that big a red flag, keeping in mind the high promoter holdings and the fact that it is a small-cap. 



Managerial Ratios

• Inventory Turnover Ratio = 2.3 for FY 2019-20. It was 1.6 for the FY 2018-19. 

• Working Capital Turnover ratio= 3.94 for indicates that working capital is employed efficiently.

• Return on Capital employed= 11.23% for FY 2019-20 and 10% for FY 2018-19. 

• Return on Equity: 8.1% for FY 2019-20 and 6.8% in 2019-20. 

• Dividend Payout Ratio: Hasn’t been high historically, wavers around 5% from the past 5 years. 

3% for FY 2019-20 and 5.5% for FY 2018-19. 



Subsidiaries

100% owned subsidiaries:

● Superhouse (U.K.) Ltd.

● Superhouse (U.S.A.) International Inc.

● Superhouse Middle East

● Briggs Industrial Footwear

● Linea De Seguridad SLU Spain

● Superhouse GmbH

● LA Compagine Francaise D Protectio SARL 
Headquarters

 

Associate Subsidiaries

● Steven Construction Limited: 46.67%

● Unnao Tanneries Pollution Control Company: 

34.05%

● KnowledgeHouse Limited: 31.85%

● Amin International Limited: 31.13%

● Ceemos International Limited: 48.63%



Qualitative Analysis



COVID-Angle

Source: Statista and 
Council for Leather 
Exports





Manufacturing Pattern

Source: Superhouse



Industry Analysis and Macro Economic Trends

•Revenue in the Leather Footwear segment amounts to ₹219,595m in 2020. The market is 
expected to grow annually by 12.3% (CAGR 2020-2025).

•In global comparison, most revenue is generated in the United States (₹1,605,653m in 2020).

•India is the second largest producer of footwear and leather garments in the world.

•India is the second largest exporter of leather garments and third largest exporter of Saddlery & 
Harness in the world.

•Overall export of the country decreased by 5.11%, and leather industry export decreased by 
10.9%, which is justifiable considering the elastic nature of leather. 

•Reduction in consumer discretionary income is expected which is to hurt the entire industry

•The export business which is a major revenue driver for the industry is to take a hit

Source: Statista & AR ‘20



Source: Statista



•This graph shows the 
growth in average price of 
leather footwear

•It shows a sustained 
growth of leather footwear 
over a period of time

•This graph shows the 
volume of expected sales 
of leather footwear

•Even despite the COVID 
situation, it is expected 
that the market will grow 
at a sustained pace

Source: Statista



● We see negative growth in the all the 

parameters when it comes to international 

business

● This has only gone down with the current 

pandemic which has impacted exports 

heavily and lowered demand

Source: Council for leather 
Exports



● Threat of new entrants

-Barriers to entry are strong in terms of high capex requirements

-Multi-tier supply chains exist in the industry which make it difficult 
for a new entrant to enter industry

-Brand loyalty is strong in the leather footwear industry

●  Bargaining Power of buyers

-Consumers have different design choices and preferences that 
gives a higher degree of bargaining power

-Buyer is moderately price sensitive since he looks for long-lasting 
quality over just price

● Threat of Substitute Products

-There are no mass appeal substitutes of leather footwear in the 
market

-Risk of substitute is non-existent

Porter’s 5 Forces

● Bargaining Power of Suppliers

-There are a number of suppliers, right from big, listed 
companies to local brands

-Product differentiation is by quality, design, 
marketability and price

•Rivalry among existing competitors

-Competition is strong between local brands and bigger 
retailers

-Companies are constantly trying to come up with 
better designed products with higher quality at lower 
price

-



Moats
Moat Score Total Comments

1 Monopoly- govt order, resource scarcity. 0 20 There are a number of companies in 
the sector; no one company can 
maintain hegemony

2 Technological advantage - patents , R&D 5 20 scope of patents and R&D do not 
exist in the industry, superhouse 
has edge in manufacturing

3 Cost - operating efficiency , economies of scale 9 10 Has the highest ROCE among its 
competitors and FCF has been 
increasing steadily

4 Entry barrier - high capital investment, too many licenses, government order 13 15 Capex required is high, 
government compliance is 
required,

5 Switching costs- high switching costs, change in consumer behaviour, investment is 
already made

5 10 switching costs are high as 
company has to be extremely to 
change in consumer behaviour, 
leading to higher possibility of dead 
stocks

6 Network effect - everyone is there and no one will leave as everyone is there. 3 15 Consumer is largely middle 
class, and thus would be 
indifferent to the brand, and 
would be price sensitive. 

7 Brand - synonym with trusts 5 15 Is relatively unknown since it is a 
smaller, limited brand



Impact of Pollution Control

Kanpur is one of the most polluted cities in the world, primarily due to its high SPM concentration. The main reason behind this 

pollution is due to the liquid and gaseous chromium based wastes that the 400+ tanneries in Kanpur offload in the Ganges River. Due 

to this, Kanpur was the most polluted city in the world in 2016-2018. 

During Kumbh Mela in 2018, to keep the water clean, the UP Government gave temporary closure orders to all tanneries in Kanpur. 

Superhouse was closed at this time as well, although we are not sure for how much time it was closed. This did not affect the 

revenues and profits of Superhouse, which have been improving since FY 2017. This was not mentioned in their annual reports as 

well. 

Superhouse also has its own pollution control unit, and has a minority holding in the Unnao Tanneries Pollution Control Company. 

Considering the fact that Mukhtarul Amin is a past chairman of the Council for Leather Exports (sponsored by the central 

government), he holds reasonable influence, which might have led to relaxation of some restrictions for Superhouse.

Nonetheless, some articles state employees in Superhouse saying that they might have to migrate to Kolkata. 

Although, considering the employment prospects that tanneries provide in Kanpur-Unnao, it is unlikely that government will take any 

permanent foreclosure forward



Government Legislations

•Superhouse has a capacity to produce 3 million sq ft. of leather per month. 16.67% of this leather 
is cow leather. Since the company isn’t heavily dependant on cows, therefore in the event of 
imposition of cow-vigilantism related laws in UP, switching costs won’t be high.

•The Government of India had identified the Leather Sector as a Focus Sector in the Indian Foreign 
Trade Policy in view of its immense potential for export growth prospects and employment generation

•Central Sector Scheme Indian Leather Development Programme (ILDP) is aimed at enabling existing 
tanneries, footwear, footwear components, and leather products units to upgrade leading to 
productivity gains, right-sizing of capacity, cost cutting, design and development simultaneously 
encouraging entrepreneurs to diversify and set up new units in the areas.

Source: ET; Council for 
Leather Exports, AR ‘20



SWOT Analysis
Strengths

1. Rising Net Cash Flow and 

Cash from Operating activity 

(375.3% returns for Nifty 500 

over 5.9 years)

2. Company with high TTM 

EPS Growth (413.9% returns 

for Nifty 500 over 5.4 years)

3. Effectively using 

Shareholders fund - Return on 

equity (ROE) improving since 

last 2 year

4.Efficient in managing Assets 

to generate Profits - ROA 

improving since last 2 year

5. Growth in Quarterly Net Profit with 

increasing Profit Margin (YoY)

Annual Net Profits improving for last 2 

years

6. Book Value per share Improving for 

last 2 years

Company with Zero Promoter Pledge

7. Low debt, can easily avoid a liquidity 

crunch with its high reserves in a time 

when it is impacting the entire industry 

in the short term

 

8. The industry outlook looks positive 

for the long term future

9. No change in domestic revenue in FY 

2020

Weakness
 1. Decline in Net Profit (QoQ)

2. The company has delivered 

a poor growth of -5.32% over 

past five years.

3. Is significantly smaller in 

operations and market cap 

than other competitors



1.Make changes to product line to suit 

changing consumer patterns

2. Many of the smaller players are 

shutting down but larger players like 

Superhouse can weather this crisis

3. Stock with Low PE (PE < = 10)

4. If government legislates anti-dumping 

duty on Chinese chemical imports could 

help the company compete better

Opportunities Threats

1. Pollution caused can lead to 

temporary shutdown/migration. 

2. Corona impact has proved to be 

disastrous for the industry

3. Change in buying pattern is 

detrimental to existing product line

4. International business segment has 

reduced on a YoY basis too

5. Labor issues

6. Adverse foreign exchange rate



Quantitative Analysis



Revenue and Profit Changes 

•Sales growth and EBITDA growth have 

largely been negative over the last 5 

years

•However net profit has been 

consistently increasing for the last 3 

years. 

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020



Profit and Loss Statement
Tax implications:

● Only 23% tax charged this year, 
compared to an average of 30% tax 
before.

● This year’s tax expense is less due to 
deferred tax prepayments. This led to an 
increase in the PAT YoY. 

Revenues: Domestic revenues remained 
constant. Shows inelasticity  of sales in India 
due to target customer segment in India. 

Expenses: There is a 20% decline in COGS, 
while there is only a 12% decline in revenue. 



Profit and Loss Statement Analysis

CAGR 9 YEAR



Profit and Loss Statement Analysis

● Sales growth has been really erratic since FY 16, after which revenues decreased for FY 16-18. Revenues increased in FY 19 

despite a fire in their factory in FY 2019. Profits have followed a similar pattern. 

● From the figures it seems like the company had started recovering from falling financials in FY 16 and FY 17. Profit margins 

were increasing in FY 18 and 19. 

● Decreasing profit margins is pretty much standard in most comparable companies. 



Balance Sheet

● Large increase in Investments. Up until the 
previous year all long term investments were in 
equities.

● Decrease in Equity Share Capital, due to 
forfeiture of shares on event of non-payment. 
 

● Repayment of debt has led to a significant drop 
in long term borrowings and a smaller drop in 
short term borrowings 

● Trade Payables have also reduced 
 
● PPE has fallen by a small amount, due to sale in 

“Other Buildings.”



Balance Sheet Analysis
CAGR 9 YEAR



● Equity share capital has remained constant from the past 9 years, until 2019. 

● Reserves have constantly increased primarily due to transfer of earnings in general reserve and retained earnings.

● Debt has been decreasing from the past 4 years

● Increase in net fixed assets since the past 10 years, due to which there is a constant increase in book value of the 

company. 

● Cash and Cash equivalents have had a historical growth of 6% over last 5 years 

● Some of the goods were lost in a fire in FY 2018-19, for which they are waiting for their insurance claim to be passed. 

● Working capital has been increasing annually.

Balance Sheet Analysis



Cash Flow Statement Analysis
•Positive cash flow from operating over 

last 5 years

•Company has been spending a large 

sum of Investing cash flows on Capex 

every year

•Most of Financing activities consists of 

repayment of debt which company has 

rapidly undertaken over the past year



Ratio Analysis



Ratio Analysis



Ratio Analysis

● Decrease in Inventory turnover ratios

● Interest payments are not well covered by the EBIT, as can be seen from the low interest coverage ratio 

● Debt/Equity has reduced significantly over the last 5 years

● Current liabilities are well covered by Current assets

● The valuation ratios as a whole have been very favourable (Current PEG= 0.168). 

● Return on equity for FY 2019-20 was 8.1%, and the average ROE for the past 5 years is 6.6%. Average ROE for the 

past 10 years is 10.04%.  The return ratios are pretty low. 

● Book value is Rs. 310 per share. The stock is trading at less a third of its book value. 



Competitor Analysis

For this comparison we have taken Khadims India Ltd and Bhartiya International Ltd since they are the 
closest competitors in terms of market cap.





Classification

The company has demonstrated 
to be a strong asset play 
according to the Lynch Principles. 

It gets a score out of 17/24 
demonstrating that it is a strong 
asset play. 

1) The Value of the Assets are higher than that of the 
business' Market Capitalisation. (1pt)

1

2) The business possesses 'Hidden' Assets (ex - patent, 
trademark, Higher Depreciation values etc ) (1pt) 

1

3) The business has a potential catalyst(s) for unlocking 
value (1pt) 

1

4) Can the business survive a raid from creditors? (1pt) 1

5) If so, what's left for the shareholders? (1pt) 1

6) The Private Market Value for the Hidden Asset is greater 
than or forms a significant proportion of the business' 
market cap (1pt)

1

7) There is no increase in debt (1pt) 1

8) There is a decrease in debt (1pt) 1

9) The business enjoys a low p/b ratio (< 1) (1pt) 1

10) The business trades at 2-3 times it's free cash flow 
(1pt) 

0

11) The business' NCAV is higher than that of it's market 
price/forms a considerable chunk of it (1pt) 

0



12) The business' liquidation value > Market Capitalisation (1pt) 1

13) The business is out of favour with investors and market sentiment (1pt) 1

14) The business is in a 'sunset' industry (1pt) 1

15) The business has made/is trading at a price near to it's 52 week low (1pt) 0

16) The Working Capital Requirements of a business are greater than/ form a considerable proportion of it's price. 
(1pt) 

1

17) Insider Buying is taking place? (1pt) 0

18) An HNI buys a stake into the business (1pt) 0

19) The business is by and large a profitable one and doesn't erode shareholder wealth? (1pt) 1

20) The business hasn't issued fresh equity recently (1pt) 1

21) The business isn't witnessing a diminishing intrinsic value  from a net-net perspective (1pt) 1

22) The business is on the verge of a turnaround (1pt) 1

23) Free Cash Flow per share is greater than or forms a significant chunk of the price you're paying for a 
business. (1pt) 

0

24) The business has a low degree of promoter ownership (1pt) 0



Valuation



Comparable Company Analysis

All comparables of Superhouse are the lowest multiples among their peers. This shows that Superhouse is greatly undervalued as 
compared to its peers’ performance and prices. 



DCF Valuation











Investment Thesis

● Superhouse is an asset play, where net asset value is more than the share price it is currently being 

traded at. Current Price/Book Value is 0.34. 

● Company with high TTM EPS Growth (413.9% returns for Nifty 500 over 5.4 years)

● Low debt, and can easily avoid a liquidity crunch with its high reserves. Was able to manage to reduce 

debt by 44% during 2019-20. 

● Company is mostly by acting as a feeder to big companies like Bata, Hush Puppies, etc and selling shoes 

via their own brand, which caters to the middle class, lower middle class segment. This segment’s 

buying patterns are out of necessity, rather than for fashion or luxury purposes. This makes its demand 

more inelastic as compared to its peers.

Therefore, we believe that Superhouse Ltd. is an excellent investment opportunity for Bodhi Capital. Our 

target price is Rs. 260-290 and current market price is Rs. 96. 



● ICRA’s rating, mentioned in DCF: https://www.icra.in/Rationale/ShowRationaleReport?Id=90320

● Council for Leather Exports for Industry Analysis and International Market

● Statista for future of industry

There were no brokerage reports available for Superhouse.
There were no conference calls available for Superhouse.
There were no third-party reports available either. 

Reports used

https://www.icra.in/Rationale/ShowRationaleReport?Id=90320

